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Abstract
When moving to a Type Theory without proof-irrelevance the notion of a setoid has to be
generalized to the notion of a weak ω-groupoid. As a first step in this direction we study the
formalisation of weak ω-groupoids in Type Theory. This is motivated by Voevodsky’s proposal of
univalent type theory which is incompatible with proof-irrelevance and the results by Lumsdaine
and Garner/van de Berg showing that the standard eliminator for equality gives rise to a weak
ω-groupoid.
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Introduction

The main motivation for the present work is the development of Univalent Type Theory
by Voevodsky [22]. In a nutshell, Univalent Type Theory is a variant of Martin-Löf’s Type
Theory where we give up the principle of uniqueness of identity proofs (UIP) to make it
possible to treat equivalence of structures (e.g. isomorphism of sets) as equality. While
Voevodsky’s motivation comes from Homotopy Theory, Univalent Type Theory has an
intrinsic type theoretic motivation in enabling us to treat abstract structures as first class
citizens making it possible to combine high level reasoning and concrete applications without
unnecessary clutter.
The central principle of Univalent Type Theory is the Univalence Axiom which states that
equality of types is weakly equivalent to weak equivalence. Here weak equivalence is a notion
motivated by homotopy theoretic models of type theory which can be alternatively understood
as a refinement of the notion of isomorphism in the absence of UIP. The Univalence axiom can
be viewed as a strong extensionality principle and indeed it implies functional extensionality.
As with functional extensionality, univalence doesn’t easily fit within the computational
understanding of Type Theory, since it does not fit into the common pattern of introduction
and elimination rules. The first author has suggested a solution of this problem for functional
extensionality [1]: we can justify extensionality by a translation based on the setoid model.
This approach was later refined [2] to Observational Type Theory which is the base for the
development of Epigram 2 [8].
However, Observational Type Theory relies essentially on UIP and hence is incompatible
with Univalent Type Theory. To address this we need to replace setoids with a structure able
to model non-unique identity proofs. A first step in this direction is the groupoid model [10]
Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics
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but this forces UIP on the next level, i.e. for equality between equality proofs. 1 To be able
to model Type Theory without UIP at any level we need to move to ω-groupoids. Moreover,
the equalities we need to assume are in general non-strict (i.e. they are not definitional
equalities in the sense of Type Theory) and hence we need to look at weak ω-groupoids.
Indeed, as [7] and [16] have shown: Type Theory with Identity types gives rise to a weak
ω-groupoid.
Our goal is to eliminate univalence by formalizing a weak ω-groupoid model of Type
Theory in Type Theory. As a first step we need to implement the notion of a weak ω-groupoid
in Type Theory and this is what we do in the present paper. An obvious possibility would
have been to implement a categorical notion of weak ω-groupoids (e.g. based on globular
operads) in Type Theory. However, this forces us to implement many categorical notions
first, generating an avoidable overhead. It also seems that a structure with a more type
theoretic flavour is more manageable in type theory and more accessible from a naive point of
view. Hence, we are looking for a more direct type theoretic formulation of weak ω-groupoids.
In the present paper we attempt this by defining a weak ω-groupoid to be a globular set
with additional structure where this structure is given by interpreting a syntactic theory in
the globular set. This approach is new and remains to be proved in our future work that it
is equivalent to an established definition. The material presented here has been formalised in
Agda [18]. We present it in a natural deduction style for the reader unfamiliar with Agda
syntax.
In the following text, we first discuss and define globular sets in type theory in Section
2. In Section 3 we start introducing the syntax of ω-groupoids by defining the general
syntactical framework which includes variables contexts, categories, and objects. We also
define interpretation of the framework into a globular set. Sections 4, 5 and 6 are concerned
with definition of the syntax of objects. Section 4 describes the construction of all units
and objects; Section 5 defines the construction of all coherence cells witnessing the left and
right unit laws, associativity of composition and interchange. In Section 6, we complete
the definition of coherence by introducing all coherence cells between coherence cells. In
Section 7 we summarise the results, and provide a rough comparison to other (categorical)
approaches to weak ω-categories.

2

Globular Sets

In Type Theory we use the notion of a setoid to describe a set with a specific equality. That
is a A : Setoid is given by the following data:
objA
homA

: Set
: objA → objA → Prop

and proof objects id, −−1 , −;− witnessing that hom is an equivalence relation. Here we write
Prop to denote the class of sets which have at most one inhabitant. This restriction is
important when showing that the category of setoids has certain structure, in particular forms
a model of Type Theory. That is setoids can model a type theory with a proof-irrelevant
equality. To model proof-relevant equality we need to generalize the notion of a setoid so
that the hom-sets are generalized setoids again. It is not enough to just postulate the laws of
an equivalence relation at each level, we also need some laws how these proofs interact. On
the first level we require the laws of a groupoid, e.g. we want that id;α is equal to α. Here is
1

[15] have shown that the appropriate restriction of Univalence can be eliminated in this setting.
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equal means that they are related by the equality relation of a setoid again. As demonstrated
in [7, 16], the structure we are looking for is a weak ω-groupoid. It is the goal of this paper
to develop a formalisation of this structure. As a first step let’s ignore the proof objects (i.e.
the data of an equivalence relation and the groupoid laws etc). We end up with a coinductive
definition of a globular set G : Glob given by
objG
homG

: Set
: objG → objG → ∞ Glob

Here we use ∞ to indicate that Glob is defined coinductively. More formally, Glob is the
terminal coalgebra of Σobj : Set.obj → obj → −. Given globular sets A, B a morphism
f : Glob(A, B) between them is given by
obj→
f
hom→
f

: objA → objB
→
: Πa, b : objA .Glob(homA a b, homB (obj→
f a, objf b))

Note that this definition exploits the coinductive character of Glob. Identity and composition
can be defined easily by iterating the set-theoretic definitions ad infinitum. As an example
we can define the terminal object in 1Glob : Glob by the equations
obj1Glob
hom1Glob x y

=
=

1Set
1Glob

More interestingly, the globular set of identity proofs over a given set A, Idω A : Glob can be
defined as follows:
objIdω A
=
ω
homId A a b =

A
Idω (a = b)

Our definition of globular sets is equivalent to the usual one as a presheaf category over the
diagram:
s0

0
t0

/

/1

s1
t1

/

/ 2···n

sn
tn

/

/ (n + 1) · · ·

with the globular identities:
si+1 ◦ si
ti+1 ◦ ti

= ti+1 ◦ si
= si+1 ◦ ti

In the example of Idω A the presheaf is given by a family F A : N → Set:
FA 0
FA 1
FA 2
..
.

=
=
=
..
.

A
Σa, b : A, a = b
Σa, b : A, Σα, β : a = b, α = β
..
.

F A (n + 1)

=

Σa, b : A, F a=b n

and source and target maps si , ti : F A (n + 1) → F A n satisfying the globular identities.
s0 (a, b, −) = a
t0 (a, b, −) = b

sn+1 (a, b, α) = (a, b, sn α)
tn+1 (a, b, α) = (a, b, tn α)
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Syntax

Our goal is to specify the conditions under which a globular set is a weak ω-groupoid. This
means we need to require the existence of certain objects in various object sets within the
structure. A natural way would be to generalize the definition of a setoid and add these
components to the structure. However, it is not clear how to capture the coherence condition
which basically says that any two morphisms which just represent identities in the strict
case should be equal. Instead we will follow a different approach which can be compared to
the definition of environment models for the λ-calculus: we shall define a syntax for weak
ω-groupoids and then define a weak ω-groupoid as a globular set in which this syntax can be
interpreted.

3.1

The syntactical framework

We start by presenting a syntactical framework which is a syntax for globular sets. This
syntax could be used to identify any globular set with structure (e.g. weak or strict ωcategories), the specific aspects of a weak ω-groupoid will be introduced later by adding
additional syntax for objects and other auxiliary syntactic components.
Our framework consists of the following main components which are defined by mutual
induction2 :
Contexts
Con : Set
Contexts serve to formalize the existence of hypothetical objects which are specified by
the globular set in which they live. E.g. to formalize ordinary composition we have to
/ b and g : b
/ c exist to be able to form
assume that objects a, b, c and 1-cells f : a
/
g◦f :a
c.
Categories
Γ : Con
VarCat Γ : Set

Γ : Con
Cat Γ : Set

In order to define the valid compositions of cells one needs to know their boundaries,
i.e. iterated domains and codomains in the globular case. Category expressions record
this data. We define two kinds of categories: VarCats are categories which contain
only variables, while Cats contain all cells freely generated from variables. The set of
expressions for both kinds of categories depends on a context, e.g. we need at least to
assume that there is one object in the top-level category to be able to form any other
categories.
Variables & Objects
G : VarCat Γ
Var G : Set

C : Cat Γ
Obj C : Set

VarCats contain only variables, which are projections out of the context Γ. On the other
hand, given a category we define all expressions which identify objects lying within the
category. As indicated above this is the main focus of the forthcoming sections.

2

This is an instance of an inductive-inductive definition in Type Theory, see [3].
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We now specify the constructors for the various sets (apart from objects). We use unnamed
variables ala deBruijn, hence contexts are basically sequences of categories. However, note
that this is a dependent context since the well-formedness of a category expression may
depend on the previous context. At the same time we build globular sets from nameless
variables in contexts.
ε : Con

G : VarCat Γ
(Γ, G) : Con

G : VarCat Γ a, b : Var G
G[a, b] : VarCat Γ

• : VarCat Γ

v : Var G
vs v : Var (wk G G0 )

vz : Var (wk G)

where wk is weakening defined for categories by induction on the structure in the obvious
way:
wk • G0 = •
wk (G[a, b]) G0 = (wk G G0 )[vs a, vs b]

G, G0 : VarCat Γ
wk G G0 : VarCat (Γ, G0 )

There are two ways to form category expressions: there is the top level category denoted by
• and given any two objects a, b in a category C we can form the hom category C[a, b].
• : Cat Γ

C : Cat Γ a, b : Obj C
C[ a , b ] : Cat Γ

Variables become objects by the following constructor of Obj, which mutually extends to
VarCats:
G : VarCat Γ
var G : Cat Γ

v : Var G
var v : Obj (var G)

where

var •
=
var G[a, b] =

•
(var G)[var a, var b]

We use the usual arrow notation for categories and objects. For instance, •[a, b], •[a, b][f, g]
and α : Obj (•[a, b][f, g]) are pictured respectively as follows:
f

a

b

f

%

9b

a

a

g

⇓α

%

9b

g

We also write, as usual, x : an −→ bn : · · · : a0 −→ b0 for an x : Obj (•[a0 , b0 ] · · · [an , bn ]).
Note that it is essential to first introduce VarCats and then Cats with an inclusion
var : Σ(VarCat Γ) Var

/ Σ(Cat Γ) Obj

In this way we make sure that variables alone form a globular set, i.e. that the domain and
codomain of a variable is a variable. In particular, that it is not possible to introduce a
variable between syntactically constructed coherence cells. In this way we can talk about the
ω-category freely generated by a globular set.

3.2

Interpretation

Given a globular set we define what we mean by an interpretation of the syntax. Once
we have specified all the constructors for objects a weak ω-groupoid is given by such an
interpretation. The interpretation of the structural components given in the present section
is fixed. Again this is reminiscent of environment models.
An interpretation in a globular set G : Glob is given by the following data:
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1. An assignment of sets to contexts:
Γ : Con
JΓK : Set

2. An assignment of globular sets to VarCat and Cat expressions:
G : VarCat Γ
γ : JΓK
JGK γ : Glob

C : Cat Γ
γ : JΓK
JCK γ : Glob

3. An assignment of elements of object sets to object expressions and variables
G : VarCat Γ
x : Var G
JxK γ : objJGK γ

C : Cat Γ

γ : JΓK

subject to the following conditions:
JεK
JΓ, GK
J•K γ
JC[a, b]K γ

A : Obj C
JAK γ : objJCK γ

Jvar xK γ
= JxK γ
JvzK (γ, a)
= a
Jvs xK (γ, a) = JxK γ

= 1
= Σγ : JΓK, JGK γ
= G
= homJCKγ (JaK γ) (JbK γ)

γ : JΓK

,

where the last case applies both to VarCats and Cats.

4

Structure

A category, strict or weak, is a globular set with additional structure. The difference between
the strict and the weak case is whether we adorn the structure with (equational) constraints
or whether one instead of axioms introduces more structure, which witnesses rather than
postulates the constraints; so-called coherence cells. In this section we introduce the syntax
for the structure of composition and units giving rise to syntax for what one could call a
pre-monoidal globular category, where composites and units are expressible but unconstrained
by coherence cells.

4.1

Composition

In the ordinary case, a category, C, defines an indexed operation of composition on its
arrows. Explicitly, for a, b, c objects of C, f in C[a, b], g in C[b, c], there is a gf in C[a, c].
In the higher-dimensional case, C(a, b) and C(b, c) are not mere sets but ω-categories and
composition extends from sets the whole hom-categories. Informally: for a, b, c as before,
f , g, n-cells of homcategories C(a, b) and C(b, c), respectively, one requires an n-cell g ◦ f
of C(a, c). The fact that both f and g are of the same relative depth with respect to C is
important, as well the fact the homcategories of f and g meet at a common object, b, of C.
Following are some examples of valid compositions for increasing n:
f

a

f

/b

g

/c

7→

a

gf

/c

a

⇓α
f

f

<b

0

⇓β
g

0

"

<c

gf

7→

a

"
⇓βα< c
0

g f

(1)

0

f

γ

V ⇓α0 /
b
a
β ⇓ V ⇓β 0 >
α⇓

g

"

7→

δ
f 00

We formalise this as follows.

a

βα⇓

δγ

V ⇓β 0 α0
f 00

(
6c

(2)
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Telescopes

/ Set represents the set of syntactical objects lying directly in any
The type Obj : Cat
category. In order to talk about arbitrary n-cells of a category, for instance to define their
compositions, we must introduce telescopes. Informally, a telescope is a category in a category.
Formally, telescopes, Tel, are defined below at the same time as their concatenation onto a
category, ++, which takes a telescope to a category, and therefore allows us to put objects
into a telescope:
C : Cat Γ
n:N
Tel C n : Set

t : Tel C n
C ++ t : Cat Γ

Telescopes are like categories except that the base case is an arbitrary category C rather
than • :
• : Tel C 0

t : Tel C n a, b : Obj (C ++ t)
t[a, b] : Tel C (n + 1)

C ++ •
=
C ++ t[a, b] =

C
(C ++t)[a, b]

Here, we call n the length of t, and we say any x : Obj(C ++ t) to be of depth n.
We say that t lies in C. Note that only the left associative reading of ++ makes sense so
expressions like C ++ t ++ u are unambiguous.
We say that an object x : Obj (C ++ t) lies in (the telescope) t. When t lies in C, x is
called an object relative to C. Alternatively, when the category t lies in is not important we
use the following syntactical shorthand:
C : Cat Γ t : Tel C n
t ⇓ : Cat Γ
t ⇓ = C ++ t
f

For example, given the category a

ϕ⇓

%
⇓γ 9 b, one has:

g

•[ϕ, γ] ⇓ = •[a, b][f, g] ++ • [ϕ, γ] = •[a, b][f, g][ϕ, γ] .

4.1.2

Back to composition

We use telescopes to define syntax for all compositions of an ω-category. These are defined
mutually recursively with their extensions to telescopes:
t : Tel (C[a, b]) n
u : Tel (C[b, c]) n
u ◦ t : Tel (C[a, c])

α : Obj(C[a, b] ++t)
β : Obj(C[b, c] ++u)
β ◦ α : Obj(C[a, c] ++(u ◦ t))

Where ◦ is a new constructor of Obj and ◦ for telescopes is a function defined by cases
•◦•
= •
0 0
u[a , b ] ◦ t[a, b] = (u ◦ t)[a0 ◦ a, b0 ◦ b]
Any α and β as above are said to be composable. Note that for a fixed category C, ◦ always
defines the composition in C, called horizontal in the 2-categorical case, which can be applied
to all composable (n + 1)-cells of C, where n is the length of the telescopes t and u. To
compose cells “vertically”, one moves to a homcategory. In 2-category theory, horizontal
composition is usually denoted ◦ or ∗ or is left out, whereas vertical composition by · . In
our case, we always use ◦ and the level we mean is contained in the (implicit) parameter C.
For example, examples in (1) are both horizontal compositions where C = •, while (2) is a
vertical composition where C = •[a, b].
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4.2

Units

We generate all higher units from a single constructor id defined as follows:
a : Obj C
id a : Obj C[a, a]
By iteration we obtain the unit for horizontal composition of n-cells:
a : Obj C
n:N
idTel a n : Tel C n
idn a : Obj (idTel a n ⇓)
Again, an iterated unit is defined at the same time as its telescope.
idTel a 0
=
idTel a (n + 1) =

5

•
(idTel a n)[idn a, idn a]

id0 a
id(n+1) a

=
=

a
id (idn a)

Laws

In a strict ω-category composition and identities – structure – are accompanied by axioms
expressing their fundamental properties. Namely, composition should be associative, and it
should satisfy the so-called interchange law; identities should be the units of composition.
The fact that the axioms are equations and one can therefore replace equals for equals in
expressions has the pleasant consequence that the complexity of axioms doesn’t increase
with dimension. Indeed, the whole theory for strict ω-categories can be generalised without
much difficulty to categories enriched in an arbitrary monoidal category [11]. However, once
the equational axioms are replaced by data – coherence cells – their complexity rises steeply
with dimension.
The combinatorial complexity of coherence cells has been a major obstacle in the development of weak ω-categories. It has led to the development of many diverse approaches to
weak ω-categories, e.g. [20, 6, 5, 21, 19, 14, 16]. Comprehensive surveys and comparisons
can be found in [13, 9]. However the development of Type Theory has made it possible to
express all coherence cells in a closed form. In this section we start to describe how in Type
Theory all coherence cells can be generated by induction on their depth.
For example, the 1-categorical left-unity law:
idb ◦ f

=

f ,

(3)

for all f : a −→ b, is replaced in a weak ω-category by a pair of 2-cells λf : idb ◦ f =⇒ f and
λ−1
f : f =⇒ idb ◦ f . A similar law should hold for ◦ and higher cells. I.e. it should also hold
in the strict case that for any α : f =⇒ f 0 :
id2b ◦ α

=

α ,

(4)

where id2b = ididb . Note that (4) makes sense because (3) holds. In the weak case, it is not
the case that the boundary of id2b ◦ α is equal to the boundary of α and it is simply not
possible to categorify (4) by introducing a pair of 3-cells between the left and right side
of (4). However, we can use λf and λ−1
f to coerce the boundary of the former, idb ◦ f and
idb ◦ f 0 , to the boundary of the latter, f and f 0 , respectively. The following figure illustrates
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this idea:
f
−1

⇓λf

f

%

⇓α

λα : a

f

0

9b
⇓λf 0

idb

⇓id2b

%

9@ b

f

V

idb

a

⇓α
f

%
9b

(5)

0

f0

The reader is invited to try to write down the fourth iteration, i.e. the domain and codomain
of λγ for γ : α V α0 : f =⇒0 f : a −→ a0 . Note that each higher pair of λ’s can be seen as
expressing the naturality of the preceding lower lambda.
Similarly one must introduce ρ’s to witness the right unit law, χ’s to witness interchange,
and α’s to witness associativity. In the case of groupoids where every arrow has an inverse
there are ι’s and κ’s to witness the left and right cancellation properties. The example of λ
has been chosen because of its relative simplicity.
Moreover, all such coherence cells must satisfy a coherence property basically saying
that any pair of n-cells from d to d0 involving only coherence cells and units3 must have a
mediating n+1-cell connecting d and d0 . Intuitively, as the coherence cells λ, ρ, α and χ we
have just described witness axioms, the higher coherence cells witness their closure under
composition and identity.

5.1

Formalising left units

In (5) we made the boundaries of the left- and right-hand sides match by applying the
function:
Φ

(l, l0 )

≡

7→

7→

x

l0 · x · l

2
−1
0
to (λ−1
f , λf ) and idb ◦ α. The 3-cells λα and λα are then introduced as

λα
λ−1
α

:
:

2
0
Obj (•[a, b][f, f 0 ][Φ (λ−1
f , λf ) (idb ◦ α), α])
.
−1
0
Obj (•[a, b][f, f ][α, Φ (λf , λf 0 ) (id2b ◦ α)])

These arrows should be natural in 3-cells γ : α V α0 . In a diagram:
idb ◦ f o

λ−1
f

id2b ◦ α


idb ◦ f 0

_*4

λα

λf 0

α

f
λ−1
γ

λ−1
α

jt
_

λ−1
α

o
λf 0 ∗ (id2b ◦ α) ∗ λ−1
f

α


/ f0

idλ 0 ∗(id3b
f

◦ γ)∗id{λ−1
f

_jt

γ

λγ


λf 0 ∗ (id2b ◦ α0 ) ∗ λ−1
f

_*4

λα0


/ α0

Note that going top-left-bottom around the square one gets
−1
Φ (λ−1
α , λα0 ) (Φ (λf , λf 0 ) γ)) .

This is the basic idea of the recursion generating all higher λ’s. A similar pattern occurs in
the definition of the other coherence cells.
3

Identity cells can be seen as coherence cells witnessing reflexivity of equality.
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5.2

Formalising all coherence cells

To summarise and generalise, we want to introduce for each α in a telescope t of length n and
each β in a telescope u of length n a cell Φ m α −→ β where m is the data necessary to define
a function Obj (t ⇓) → Obj (u ⇓). We will call such an m a telescope morphism from t to u;
formally m : t ⇒ u. Then Φ has type t ⇒ u → Obj(t ⇓) → Obj(u ⇓). Formally, we define
telescope morphisms as follows; in mutual recursion with their application to telescopes and
objects in telescopes:
t, u : Tel C n
t ⇒ u : Set

m:t⇒u
•:•⇒•

α : Obj (u ⇓ [a0 , m@a]) Obj (u ⇓ [m@b, b0 ])
m[α, β] : t[a, b] ⇒ u[a0 , b0 ]

where
m : t ⇒ u t0 : Tel (t ⇓) n
m : t ⇒ u a : Obj (t ⇓ ++ t0 )
→
− 0
→
−
m @ t : Tel (u ⇓) n
m@a : Obj (u ⇓ ++ m @ t0 )
→
−
•@t
= t
→
−
→
−
0
m [α, β] @ t = (m0 @ t)[m@α, m@β])
Φ is then a special case of @ for t0 = •. To define @ we need the following auxiliary function,
among others, which extends a telescope on the left.
t : Tel (C[a, b]) n
[a, b]t : Tel C (n + 1)

where

[a, b]•
= •[a, b]
[a, b](t[c, d]) = ([a, b]t)[c, d]

Note that here c and d don’t actually fit into the telescope [a, b]t because the latter is
definitionally different from t. However, it is straightforward to prove by induction that
t⇓

≡

[a, b]t ⇓ ,

(6)

and use the proof to make c and d fit. However, in the interest of clarity we left the details
out above. The full details can be found in [4].
We are now in the position do define @ as follows: The base case is trivial:
•@x = x
The hom-case follows the pattern outlined in Section 5.1.
m0 [α, β] : t[a, b] ⇒ u[a0 , b0 ]
t0 : Tel (t[a, b] ⇓) n
x : Obj (t0 ⇓)
n
n
m0 [α, β]@x = id β ◦ (m0 @x) ◦ id α
In summary, m@x is defined by induction on m where in each step the length of m decreases
by one and the depth of x increases by one. To make the levels match the category of x has
to be whiskered by the morphisms α, β for m = m0 [α, β]. When m = •, the recursion stops.
The meticulous reader will have noticed that the expression m0 @x above is not well typed
as x lives in t[a, b] ++ t0 and we need an object in t ++ [a, b]t0 . But this is easily fixed by
substituting using (6). Other similar inaccuracies are dealt with similarly.
Here is an illustration for m = •[ϕ, γ][α, β], t0 = •, t = •[a, b][f, g], u = •[a0 , b0 ][f 0 , g 0 ]:
f0

⇓α
ϕ
0

a

⇓idϕ
ϕ

%
m@a
:

m@f

⇓m@x
m@g

⇓β
g0

%
m@b
:

γ

⇓idγ
γ

#

;b

0
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Having defined telescope morphisms, it is relatively easy to define λ’s of all depths relative
→
−
to an arbitrary category. All that is needed is a telescope morphism, λ , together with a new
constructor, λ, of Obj:
t : Tel C[a, b] n
→
−
λ t : (idTel ( id b) n) ◦ t ⇒ t
where
→
−
λ•
→
− 0
λ (t [a, b])

t : Tel C[a, b] n f : Obj(t ⇓)
→
−
λ t f : Obj ((t ⇓)[ λ t@(idn b ◦ f ), f ])

= •
→
−
−1
= ( λ t0 )[(λ t0 a) , λ t0 b]

Here we could define a pair of constructors λ and λ−1 for the two opposite directions of λ.
Instead, as we are interested in groupoids, we define a generic constructor −1 on all cells of a
homcategory:
f : Obj (C[a, b])
f −1 : Obj (C[b, a])
The introduction of formal inverses forces the introduction of coherence cells witnessing their
being left and right inverses. See the next section.

5.3

Right units, associativity and interchange

Similarly to λ’s we define the remaining coherence cells, i.e. ρ’s to witness right units, α’s
to witness associativity of composition, ι’s and κ’s to witness inverses and χ’s to witness
interchange. These are defined analogically to λ’s.
→
−
To this end, note that everything in the definition of λ is forced by the type of λ . In
general it is enough to give for ρ and α the type of the telescope morphism. Just as in the
case of λ, it is in each case just a “telescopisation” of the ordinary case.
t : Tel C[a, b] n
→
−
ρ t : t ◦ (idTel (id a) n) ⇒ t

t : Tel C[a, b] m u : Tel C[b, c] n v : Tel C[c, d] o
→
−
α t u v : (v ◦ u) ◦ t ⇒ v ◦ (u ◦ t)

Because of the way we introduce identities, the laws of inverses are also simple:
f : Obj (C[a, b])
ι f : Obj (C[a, a][f

−1

◦ f, id a])

κ f : Obj(C[b, b][f ◦ f −1 , id b])

−
The coherence cells witnessing interchange, →
χ are in the ω case is more complicated. In
the simple 2-categorical case, the interchange law states that (γ 0 ·γ)∗(ϕ0 ·ϕ) = (γ 0 ∗ϕ0 )·(γ ∗ϕ).
In the ω-case the law remains syntactically the same but we consider each of ϕ, ϕ0 , γ and
γ 0 in their telescopes with the generalised notion of composability. The following picture
illustrates the idea:
a1
t

u1

a ···

· ·11·
t12



···



b1

c1

(
···
 u2
/
··· A b ···
···
5


a2
t

· ·21·


b2

···



c2

t22

(
···

/
··· A c
···
5


Where · · · indicate telescopes of arbitrary depth where u1 and u2 have to be of the same
length; and tij , i, j ∈ {1, 2} have to be of the same length. In this situation, it is possible,
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up to definitional equality of telescopes, to form both the composition (t22 ◦ t21 ) ◦ (t12 ◦ t11 )
and also (t22 ◦ t12 ) ◦ (t21 ◦ t11 ). A telescope morphism from the former to the latter telescope
induces a coherence cell for interchange. This is formalised as follows:
u1 : Tel C[a, b] n

u2 : Tel C[b, c] n

t11 : Tel (C[a, b] ++ u1 ) m

t12 : Tel (C[a, b] ++ u1 ) m t21 : Tel (C[b, c] ++ u2 ) m t22 : Tel (C[b, c] ++ u2 ) m
χ t11 t12 t21 t22 : (t22 ◦ t21 ) ◦ (t12 ◦ t11 ) ⇒ (t22 ◦ t12 ) ◦ (t21 ◦ t11 )

6

Coherence

6.1

The need of more coherence

In the previous sections we showed how to define all coherence cells witnessing the axioms of
a strict ω-groupoid. These can be composed to witnesses identity of cells which don’t exactly
match the sides of either of the axioms.
For instance, to witness the equality
(g idb ) f

=

gf

we can compose λ after α to obtain witnesses such as:
idg λf · αg,idg ,f : (g idb ) f −→ g f

and

ρ idf : (g idb ) f −→ g f

.

In the strict case equality of 1-cells is a proposition and therefore all proofs of equality of
1-cells are equal. In the weak 2-categorical case, equality of 1-cells is not propositional but
equality of 2-cells is. In other words, equality of 1-cells is witnessed by 2-cells which must
satisfy new axioms. For instance:
αg,idg ,f

/ g (idb f )
(g idb ) f
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
idg λf
JJ
ρ idf
JJ
J$ 
gf

(7)

In our case, when all levels are weakened the equality is replaced be a new 3-cell
idg λf · αg,idg ,f −→ ρ idf
Moreover, for any pair of such 3-cells, p, q : idg λf · αg,idg ,f −→ ρ idf , there must be 4-cell
p −→ q, etc., all the way up to ω. This is a weakening of propositionality of equality of
n-cells in the strict setting. The following diagram illustrates this up to level 4:
αg,idg ,f

/ g (idb f )
(g idb ) f
JJ
p
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
"
JJ 
idg λf
J
q
ρ idf JJJp
JJ
JJ
JJ 
$
gf
In summary and full generality:
For any pair of coherence cells with the same domain and codomain, there must be a
mediating coherence cell.

(8)

Thorsten Altenkirch and Ondřej Rypáček
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Formalising coherence cells between coherence cells

We formalise the above principle as follows. We define a predicate thin on objects such that
thin (id f ) = > where > is the one element Set. Moreover each coherence cell is thin
thin (λ _ _) = > thin(ρ _ _) = > thin (α, _ _ _) = >
thin (ι f ) = > thin (κ f ) = >

thin (χ _ _ _ _) = >

Further we close thin under weakening, composition and inverses. Finally, we introduce a
constructor of Obj and a clause of thin:
f g : Obj C[a, b]
p : thin f
q : thin g
coh p q : Obj C[a, b][f, g]

thin (coh p q) = >

The last remaining case are variables, which are not thin:
thin (var v) = ⊥

6.3

The problem with coherence

The question of coherence in weak ω-categories is subtle. On the one hand, one needs enough
coherence to make weakly equivalent all cells that should be identities in the strict case. On
the other hand, if we shouldn’t add too many equations not to loose any of our intended
models. We believe our definition is correct as we are saying in the definition of coh only that
all formal diagrams of coherence cells commute (see [17], §VII.2, for a related discussion).
The fact that not all diagrams commute rests on the fact that one is not allowed to postulate
equations between nonvariables, which is achieved by the separation of VarCat and Cat and
the fact that contexts are built from VarCats. Otherwise it would be for instance possible4
to assume a 0-cell a, and a pair of 2-cells: x, y : id a → id a : a → a. Then it is be possible to
construct, by the Eckerman-Hilton argument, a cell η : x ◦ y → y ◦ x : id a → id a : a → a
which is thin. As id (x ◦ y) is also thin, η ◦ η and id(x ◦ y) would be equivalent by coh.
However, not every monoidal braided category is symmetrical. However it is not possible to
construct this example in our syntactical framework as (id a) is not a variable.

7
7.1

Conclusions and Further Work
Summary

We have presented a novel approach to defining weak ω-groupoids which is based on ideas
from Type Theory. The central idea is to define the syntax of weak ω-groupoids and then
define a weak ω-groupoid as a globular set with an interpretation of the syntax, which is
where Type Theory has its greatest strength. Our approach to formalization of coherence is
natural, in a way naive, since it is a natural generalisation of the corresponding first order
laws.
We have formalized all of the material presented here in Agda [18], except for the definition
of the telescope morphism for χ. We believe this is a technicality, albeit a difficult one. The
Agda source file is available from [4].

4

We are indebted to an anonymous referee for pointing out this example to us.
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7.2

Related work

There exists an abundance of categorical definitions of weak ω-categories and groupoids.
Although a direct comparison is a slippery road, we would like to give a rough comparison
of the key similarities and differences between our and other definitions. Most importantly,
our definition is fundamentally different in that it is formulated in Type Theory rather
than Category Theory. This means that we couldn’t just formalise any of the approaches
[19, 6, 14] because the notion a strict ω-category is central in them in that it drives the
definition of coherence cells. However, it is unclear to how define strict ω-categories in Type
Theory without quotient types. This forces some of the choices we have made. Nevertheless,
on an intuitive level there are similarities of our approach to some categorical approaches, in
particular to Batanin’s definition [6] which we briefly discuss below:
Batanin’s spans are essentially our telescopes. And as noted by Batanin, Cartier called
Batanin’s spans telescopes in 1994.
Batanin’s definition, same as ours, is globular and works with a system of units and
binary compositions.
We conjecture that for a C : Cat Γ, the mapping n 7→ Σ(t : Tel C n)(Obj(t ⇓)) forms a
strict monoidal globular category freely generated by the globular set determined by Γ.
It remains to show that our syntax defines a contractible ω-operad and our notion of
interpretation defines its algebra.

7.3

Further work

The current formalisation is still quite complicated and we hope to find ways to simplify it.
One interesting idea may be to use the syntactical approach to define opetopes based on
dependent polynomial functors (i.e. indexed containers) [12], which has a very type-theoretic
flavour.
It remains to prove that the definition proposed in this paper is a sensible one. This
seems to be most easily done by showing that any interpretation of the syntax defines an
algebra for Batanin’s universal contractible operad.
We would like to use our framework to provide a formalisation of a variation of the results
in [16, 7] by showing that Idω is a weak ω-groupoid. Such a formalisation would be different
form their results because we are working inside Type Theory, rather than on a meta-level.
The main challenge ahead is to formalize the notion of a ω-groupoid model of Type
Theory. Once this has been done we will be able to eliminate the univalence axiom and
provide a computational interpretation of this principle.
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